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Article

Spatial Heterogeneity
in Amenity and Labor
Market Migration

Richard Henry Rijnks1, Sierdjan Koster1

and Philip McCann1

Abstract
The disequilibrium and equilibrium models of migration disagree on how local
amenities and labor market dynamics influence regional in-migration. Research into
migration motives and decision-making show that migration for some individuals is
mainly driven by proximity to the labor market, while migration for others is mainly
amenity driven. As this is an ongoing process, it should result in a spatial sorting based
on migration motives. This means that global models explaining in-migration under-
estimate the influence of both factors through averaging out of the coefficients across
these diverse regions. In this article, we compare a local and a global model explaining
in-migration through residential quality and labor market proximity. We find significant
differences in the influence of the explanatory variables between regions. Demon-
strating this spatial heterogeneity shows that the impacts of factors underpinning
migration vary across regions. This result highlights the importance of the regional
context in anticipating and designing regional policy concerning population dynamics.
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One can identify two underlying causes of internal migration destination choices

(cf. Morisson and Clark 2011; Partridge 2010; Storper and Scott 2009). On the one

hand, disequilibrium models explain migration primarily through the spatial restora-

tion of a labor market equilibrium (Storper and Scott 2009). Equilibrium models, on

the other hand, argue that there is a trade-off between labor market utility and utility

derived from amenities which determines the eventual location choice (Morisson

and Clark 2011; Partridge 2010).

In this article, we take the driving mechanisms on in-migration from both these

approaches, labor market growth and amenities, and assess whether their influence is

spatially homogenous across the Netherlands. There are strong empirical indications

that the connections between these two factors and in-migration might exhibit spatial

heterogeneity: in some areas, labor market opportunities may be important for

attracting in-migrants in spite of a lack of amenities, whereas in other areas the

prospect of a higher quality of life could be more important in attracting in-migrants,

even if labor market opportunities are sparse.

Existing studies suggest that migration to cities, for instance, is primarily driven by

access to the labor market. In fact, urban migration is mostly studied from a disequili-

brium type of approach (see Storper and Scott 2009; Crozet 2004). Similarly, studies

into rural migration generally employ quality-of-life measures as explanatory factors

for the growth or regeneration of rural regions (Beale 1975; Stockdale 2006; Halfacree

2008). Migrant flows to rural areas, such as counterurbanization, are composed of

those people who can afford to trade proximity to labor market opportunities for a

higher level of amenities in their living environment (Gosnell and Abrams 2011;

Partridge 2010). Furthermore, the distinction in the importance of factors on

in-migration is not necessarily one of urban opposing rural. Empirical evidence

increasingly points to more diverse spatial patterns of amenities and labor market

growth as drivers of migration. Bijker, Haartsen, and Strijker (2013), for instance,

show that not all rural areas are attractive, and there is a significant discrepancy

between the types of people who move to popular or less-popular rural areas, and

their motives for migrating. Similarly, in the urban context, Clark et al. (2002) find

that amenities play an important role in urban growth processes, and Florida (2002)

identifies more specific attributes related to amenity-driven urban growth.

Another difficulty related to the study of amenity migration is the operationaliza-

tion of the concept of amenities and consequently amenity-rich and amenity-poor

regions. Amenities as a concept are hard to define, and many contemporary studies

resort to using proxy-based measures consisting of spatial attributes assumed to

contribute to a better environment: Florida (2002), for instance, uses urban elements

such as theaters and an open, Bohemian and tolerant society as a proxy for urban

amenities, whereas rural qualities such as lakes and mountains are used in counter-

urbanization studies (Moss 2006).

People, however, do not rate environmental attributes similarly. There are dif-

ferences between socioeconomic groups (Bourdieu 2010). Moreover, these differ-

ences extend to within groups and to the point that changes in spatial preferences can
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be observed within an individual at different stages in the life course (Boyle,

Halfacree, and Robinson 1998). This means that the operationalizing amenities

through objective measures does not account for a proportion of amenity moves

motivated by different sets of amenities to those used in the operationalization, while

also misidentifying some moves not motivated by amenities.

This study contributes to the existing literature by taking the heterogeneity in migra-

tion motives and patterns as its starting point. Such an approach involves accounting for

the whole migration system, not just interurban or urban to rural migration. Migration

motive research shows that migration flows are characterized by different motives for

moving and consequently involve different people (Boyle, Halfacree, and Robinson

1998; Niedomsyl 2011). These different motives for migration result in a sorting

mechanism, where people select their destination region based on their personal pre-

ferences (cf. Bijker, Haartsen, and Strijker 2013). This sorting mechanism predicts that

certain regions will be more attractive to persons for whom proximity to the labor

market is more important, while other regions will be more attractive to persons for

whom residential quality takes precedence over labor market proximity. Consequently,

the correlations between in-migration and these factors will vary between regions. Such

an approach requires the inclusion of the whole migration system (not only interurban or

urban–rural) and requires that interpersonal differences in the relevance of amenities are

accounted for in the operationalization of amenities.

In this study, we attempt to compare the explanatory potential of the labor market and

residential quality in explaining in-migration by analyzing regional differences in the

importance of these factors attracting migrants for the whole of the Netherlands. To do

so, we incorporate regional variations in the importance of the labor market and ame-

nities through a local, spatially heterogeneous, regression—a mixed geographically

weighted regression (mGWR; Fotheringham, Brunsdon, and Charlton 2002), while

including personal variations in the valuation of amenities. By using an mGWR, we

can test for spatial heterogeneity in the model in order to establish if the correlation

between labor market growth (and likewise for amenities) and in-migration is constant

across all regions or whether the coefficients display spatial variation.

By studying the factors underpinning the attraction of new residents, we contrib-

ute to a further understanding of the question what attracts migrants. Establishing if

there are regional differences in drivers of in-migration is of particular relevance

within the current context of population decline (Haartsen and Venhorst 2010) and

for policy makers attempting to deal with issues related to population decline.

Theory

Migration Models

The disequilibrium model of migration. There are several distinct migration theories

with different outcomes regarding the spatial distribution of population (for an over-

view, see McCann 2013). Of these theories, the most prominent current debate is
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between the disequilibrium and the equilibrium models of migration. The disequili-

brium model of migration develops from neoclassical theories predicting that people

migrate as a response to a disequilibrium in regional labor demand and supply

functions (Harris and Todaro 1970). The theory states that if there is a discrepancy

between the labor supply and demand between two places (the disequilibrium),

people will move from where the supply of labor is relatively higher to the place

where the demand of labor is relatively higher, thus restoring the equilibrium (cf.

McCann 2013). As a result, regions experiencing an increase in labor market oppor-

tunities should see positive net migration (although the direction of causality in this

particular issue is still debated; Hoogstra, van Dijk, Florax 2011).

Proponents of the theory (see Storper and Scott 2009) argue that the disequili-

brium model of migration is successful in explaining agglomeration from the origins

(although not the locations) of cities through to present-day metropolitan regions.

The model also predicts an optimum, or equilibrium, which can be shown to be

efficient from the perspective of the economy as a whole (McCann 2013).

Opponents of the theory, however, argue that the formal predictions of the disequi-

librium model fail to account for some of the more prominent contemporary

migration flows, including the resurgence of population growth in amenity-rich

locations and counterurbanization (Partridge 2010).

The equilibrium model of migration. The equilibrium model of migration states that

people can elect to offset returns on labor and lower prices of tradable goods by

better access to nontradable goods, in this case, amenities in order to maximize

personal utility. In areas with high levels of amenities, the real wage can therefore

be lower while still offering the population the same utility as areas where low levels

of amenities are compensated through higher wages (McCann 2013).

In support of the equilibrium models, research into migration motives shows evi-

dence supporting amenities as playing at least some role in migration destination

selection. The observed nature of population flows reveals that a (labor market driven)

central tendency is not equally applicable across regions. In developed countries, once

basic household provisions are met (Graves 1979), scholars have identified various

migration flows involving people moving away from city centers, such as suburbaniza-

tion and later counterurbanization (McGranahan, Wojan, and Lambert 2011), next to

the predicted flows toward urban concentrations. Explanations of these migration pat-

terns tend to focus on a combination of the pull of amenity-rich areas away from city

centers as well as the push of urban disamenities such as crowding, crime, and conges-

tion (Findlay, Short, and Stockdale 2000; Gregory et al. 2009). Similarly, in urban

research, the ‘‘creative class’’ theory, for instance, highlights the importance of urban

amenities in attracting human capital and fostering economic development (Florida

2002). It seems that for both urban and rural areas, the quality of the living environment

plays an important role in the selection of the migration destination region.

Storper and Scott (2009) argue against the amenity-driven migration proposition,

stating that the theory is too reliant on ad hoc explanations of migration phenomena.
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In addition, the theoretical model is limited to those people who can afford to choose

amenity-rich locations over labor market dynamics, constraining the explanatory

power to affluent people (at the individual level) and developed regions (at higher

levels of aggregation). Amenity-driven migration therefore fails to explain the origin

of cities or to make predictions with regard to future migration patterns.

Personal Preferences and Migration

Studies into migration show there are differences in the importance of amenities

relative to the labor market in the individual migration decision. These differences

are related to a person’s position in the life course (see Boyle, Halfacree, and Robinson

1998) but also to various characterizations of socioeconomic status (Venhorst, van

Dijk, and van Wissen 2010). Regional labor markets are not all equal in their effect on

in-migration. Underlying motives for moving change over one’s life course. For

instance, students move toward university cities for education (Faggian and McCann

2009), graduates are more likely to move to or between urban centers (Krabel and

Flöther 2014; Venhorst, van Dijk, and van Wissen 2010), while moves later in the

career show that the importance of labor market proximity diminishes relative to the

quality of the living environment (see Bijker and Haartsen 2012; Stockdale 2006).

Bijker, Haartsen, and Strijker (2013), for instance, find a complicated mix of

underlying motives and consequently distributions of people. Rural areas which fit

more closely to a ‘‘rural idyll’’ (see Amcoff 2000; Hjort and Malmberg 2006) attract

people with higher educational attainment, or upper-middle-class persons, who belong

to the traditional counterurbanization groups, whereas the composition of the migra-

tion flow to less popular rural regions is very different and more reliant on social

network motives (Bijker, Haartsen, and Strijker 2013). Within the wider construct of

rurality, rural areas differ in terms of who they attract both in urban to rural migration

and in rural to rural migration. Similarly, there are differences between urban areas

regarding amenities and which people they attract (Clark et al. 2002).

This spatial heterogeneity in the importance of different types of amenities implies

that using standard global statistical models, such as ordinary least squares (OLS), will

not be able to correctly identify the correlations (Fotheringham, Brunsdon, and Charlton

2002). For instance, if a certain set of amenities in one region plays a role in attracting

migrants, but not in the other, there is the potential that coefficient estimates from a

global model will be incorrectly identified as not significant (averaged out between the

region with, and the region without a significant effect), leading to type II errors. In terms

of equilibrium/disequilibrium discussion, this could lead to the incorrect identification

of labor market factors as the dominant pull factor in migration destination selection.

Spatial Implications

The two dueling models predict very different spatial outcomes of migration pat-

terns. On the one hand, the disequilibrium approach suggests that in the short-term
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labor market, dynamics will drive migration and in the longer term predicts a central

tendency toward complete agglomeration (provided there are low transport costs;

Partridge 2010). Importantly, the disequilibrium model has a solution (the equili-

brium) at any given regional distribution of labor supply and demand and predicts

that labor market growth will lead to population growth.

On the other hand, the equilibrium approach has no single solution, as personal

preferences toward amenities differ from one individual to the next (McCann 2013).

This means that the spatial outcome of the equilibrium approach is dependent on

individual preferences. Life cycle and life-course approaches do indeed confirm that

locational behavior is dependent on personal preferences, which in turn change

along the life course (Boyle, Halfacree, and Robinson 1998). As a consequence,

no single spatial outcome can be predicted.

Data and Model Specification

Spatial Heterogeneity in Migration

The overview of the literature on the influences of amenities and the labor market on

migration in Personal Preferences and Migration and Spatial Implications subsec-

tions suggests that these influences are spatially heterogeneous. Regions with labor

market opportunities are more attractive for a specific subset of the population, and

the same goes for areas which are high in amenities. This implies that the marginal

effect of the labor market or amenities on in-migration will not be constant over

space. Previous studies have not been able to capture these spatially varying relation-

ships. The spatial variation cannot be captured through global statistics like an OLS

regression. In estimating global statistics, this spatial variation can lead to under-

estimation of the effect or errors in estimating the significance due to the averaging

out of the effects across space (Fotheringham, Brunsdon, and Charlton 2002).

Unlike an OLS, a GWR does not assume that the effect of the explanatory variables

is constant across space. A GWR solves this problem by estimating local coefficients

for each area. This is accomplished by estimating a series of local regressions for a

predefined number of nearest neighbors for each area and weighting the values of the

neighbors by their distance to the target area (for a complete overview of GWR, see

Fotheringham, Brunsdon, and Charlton 2002). The benefits of taking this approach are

that locally significant effects are identified because the effects of the right-hand side

(RHS) variables are allowed to vary spatially. By allowing a spatial variation in the

estimation of the effects, a GWR can identify whether the correlations between the

labor market and amenities and in-migration vary across the study area.

Model Specification

Left-hand side (LHS) variable: in-migration. For our analysis, we look at the sum of

in-migration into municipalities in the Netherlands collected by Statistics Nether-

lands (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek [CBS] 2014b) over the study period
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(2006–2012). We follow Ostbye and Westerlund (2007) and Fratesi (2014) who

argue that analyzing gross migration statistics is more reliable since a small or zero

net migration could still hide a regional redistribution of human capital (see also

Rogers 1990). To eliminate the effect of population churn, which would result in

larger in- and out-migration flows for larger municipalities and could obscure the

effect on in-migration under investigation, the numbers of in-migrants are standar-

dized per 1,000 inhabitants in the municipality at the starting year of the study

period. In our study, we focus on the attraction of migrants into regions, meaning

that gross in-migration is the appropriate variable.

RHS variables: the labor market. We attempt to explain the crude in-migration rate per

municipality between 2006 and 2012 through labor market opportunities and the

residential quality of the neighborhood. As a proxy for labor market opportunities

within the functional labor market, we use growth in the number of residents receiv-

ing an income in a municipality for the period 2006–2012 (CBS 2014b). The persons

receiving an income includes all individuals who received an income in the previous

fifty-two weeks (including unemployment benefits, pensions). For the purpose of

this study, we modified the existing variable, excluding individuals receiving pen-

sions, unemployment benefits, and disability benefits.1 Using this proxy allows us to

estimate the growth in number of jobs reachable from a household’s residence rather

than using a spatially lagged variable based on the number of jobs per municipality.

Therefore, by estimating the number of residents receiving an income in a given

municipality, we incorporate the functional labor market within the variable, since

commuters are also accounted for.

RHS variables: amenities. One of the main issues with models incorporating ame-

nities as a factor in the migration destination selection process is that there are

large discrepancies in definitions of amenities and their operationalization. Among

the broadest definitions, Partridge (2010, 7) defines amenities as ‘‘simply anything

that shifts the household’s willingness to locate in a particular location.’’ The

problem with such a broad definition is that, although it can be argued that this

better captures the holistic nature of the concepts involved, it does impose empiri-

cal problems (de Chazal 2010). As a consequence, studies into the subject apply a

variety of concepts (such as quality of life, livability, and environmental quality)

and an even wider variety of definitions, often blurring the distinction between the

operationalization and the definition of the concept (for an overview, see van

Kamp et al. 2003).

One of the main problems with research into amenities is developing a relevant

empirical strategy (van Kamp et al. 2003) that accounts for varying personal pre-

ferences and valuations of different types of amenities. General theories like the

creative city or rural idyll (Florida 2002; Partridge 2010; Van Dam, Heins, and

Elbersen 2002) struggle to incorporate individual differences in the valuation of

amenities. In both concepts, a single set of amenities (i.e., green space, rural living,
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outdoors, etc.) is formulated to explain the migration flows. However, individual

migration motives differ and personal preferences dictate the relative importance

of amenities.

Self-reported measures of satisfaction are increasingly used in studies dealing

with environmental attributes and noneconomic factors (cf. Van Praag and Baarsma

2005; MacKerron and Mourato 2008; Brereton, Clinch, and Ferreira 2008). Self-

reported measures are, however, not without their complications. Individual varia-

tions in the valuation of different options on the satisfaction Likert scales could lead

to problems with interpersonal comparisons as well as questionnaire context issues

such as item placement. Much of the research into the validity of self-reported

satisfaction considers life satisfaction or well-being in general. Pavot et al. (1991,

see also Pavot and Diener 1993) find evidence that individual assessments of well-

being are comparable to peer-reviewed assessments of well-being, meaning that

different individuals use similar constructs of well-being. This means that assess-

ments of well-being between persons are comparable. Their study also deals with the

item placement issue, showing reliable results for single-item well-being data and

only a very small or insignificant effect of item placement.

For the purpose of our study, we use residential satisfaction with the living

environment collected by WoON (WoonOnderzoek Nederland [Residential Survey

the Netherlands]) (Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties

[BZK], CBS 2013; Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordening en Mili-

eubeheer [Ministry of Housing, Spatial Organisation and the Envirnonment] 2005).

The WoON data set is composed of a three-yearly survey commissioned by the

Dutch ministry of internal affairs to assess housing quality and housing preferences

and includes a subsection on the residential environment. These data are collected at

the individual level and aggregated to the municipal level as a proxy for amenities.

The municipal level is the lowest level of spatial aggregation for which the respon-

dent’s location data are available. In order to average the underlying Likert data to

aggregate municipality scores, the individual items are assumed to be equidistant

from each other. The averaging of the data is necessary for the variable to be

included in the model, but violation of the equidistance assumption in the data could

be problematic. Given the interpersonal validity of well-being data (Pavot et al.

1991), we do not expect this assumption to be a problem.

The question in the survey is (on a five-point Likert scale), ‘‘How satisfied are

you with your residential environment?’’ The questionnaire does not specify what is

meant by residential environment, but in the questionnaire, it is preceded by a

section on the satisfaction with the dwelling and followed by a section on satisfac-

tion with neighborhood-level interventions, implying a spatial scale between the

dwelling and the neighborhood. The precise interpretation of the residential envi-

ronment is left to the discretion of the respondent.

Following Balestra and Sultan (2013), we argue that residential satisfaction is an

outcome variable for those aspects that influence a resident’s valuation of the resi-

dential situation. Using individual self-reported residential quality instead of a
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predefined set of characteristics means the different personal preferences are

included in the variable itself. Combined with the utility model specified by Par-

tridge (2010), we argue that an increased valuation of the residential situation

correlated with higher in-migration constitutes amenity migration.

Control variables. First, we control for the urban–rural residential satisfaction effect

identified by Sorensen (2013) by adding a dummy variable for degree of urbanization

(CBS 2014a; categories 1 and 2: urban municipalities have 1,500 addresses or more

per square kilometer). This dummy will help control for the discrepancy in experi-

enced residential quality between urban and rural areas. Given that rural areas gener-

ally have higher residential quality than urban areas and that the overall tendency of

migration flows is still toward urbanization, failing to control for the urban–rural

difference means that residential quality will function as a measure of rurality.

Second, we control for agglomeration effects derived from larger population sizes

by adding the log-transformed density per municipality. This measure captures the

effect of agglomeration that relatively large municipalities have, even in areas with

no urban center. Given that the optimal bandwidth (see Model calibration and

identification strategy subsection) is relatively small, the log of the density allows

us to control for agglomeration effects beyond just the urban dummy.

Third, we include a dummy variable for university cities to account for the large

number of students that universities attract.

The main model we estimate is:

Ii ¼ b0ðui; viÞ þ
Xn

z¼1
bzðui; viÞðL; RÞiz þ bgG þ ei;

where I is the sum of the crude in-migration per 1,000 inhabitants for the period

2006–2012 at location i, b0 is the local estimator of the intercept, L is the labor

market growth per municipality, R is the residential quality in the municipality, and

G are the three globally estimated variables, namely, the rural–urban, university

cities dummies, and the agglomeration effect control variable.

Model calibration and identification strategy. For this study, we choose an adaptive

bisquare specification of the spatial weights matrix. The adaptive approach can cope

with the heterogeneity in the size of municipalities in the Netherlands, so that in the

case of large contiguous municipalities, the bandwidth will widen to allow for

enough data points in the regression. Using the bisquare modeling means that after

a certain threshold (the bandwidth), the spatial weight of the data points equals zero.2

The optimal bandwidth for the model is determined by running a series of models

with bandwidths varying from all municipalities (414) down to twenty-five at inter-

vals of ten, decreasing the interval to one when approaching the minimum. We then

choose the model which has the lowest Akaike’s information criterion (AICc) score

(Fotheringham, Brunsdon, and Charlton 2002), in this case at fifty-three nearest

neighbors (Figure 1). The AICc provides a numerical estimate for the distance
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between the estimated model and the unknown true model, and it accounts a penalty

for the model’s complexity. If the AICc score of one model is sufficiently lower than

the other (with three generally held as the threshold), the model with the lowest score

is to be preferred (Fotheringham, Brunsdon, and Charlton 2002).

To test for the assumed spatial variability, we follow the approach as employed

by Fotheringham, Brunsdon, and Charlton (2002) and Nilson (2014). First, we

estimate the model as a standard OLS and map the residuals. We analyze if the

residuals display spatial clustering through a Moran’s I analysis. If the residuals are

found to be clustered, we have reason to believe that incorporating a spatial com-

ponent into the model could improve the estimation.

Second, we estimate the same model in a GWR (using the GWmodel package in

R, Version 1.2-5, by Lu et al. 2015). Since the estimates of the coefficients are now

the result of local regressions, we compare the AICc for the GWR with the AICc

for the standard OLS and see if the explained variance in the GWR is sufficiently

greater in order to justify adding the complexity of estimating the coefficients

locally. We also check if the local estimation of the coefficients of the individual

explanatory variables can be justified through an improvement in the AICc (sim-

ilar to Nilson 2014).

Data and Study Area

Given the precondition of affluence in order for equilibrium-type migration patterns

to occur (Partridge 2010), a relatively high level of development (or affluence) is

required in the study area to compare the equilibrium and disequilibrium models of

Figure 1. Akaike’s information criterion model calibration.
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migration. The data used in this article are from the Netherlands, which meet the

affluence requirement. In addition, the Netherlands has a very rich set of data at low

levels of spatial aggregation (415 municipalities) collected through Statistics

Netherlands (CBS). One of the island municipalities (Schiermonnikoog) did not

have residential quality data available, meaning this municipality is omitted from

the analyses. The municipalities range in population size (2006) from 1,130 to

743,100, with a mean of 39,450 and a median of 25,060. The distribution is posi-

tively skewed, with most municipalities in the lower ranges of population size, and

four main population centers in the metropolitan west of the Netherlands (Amsterdam,

Rotterdam, Utrecht, and The Hague) have population sizes of over 250,000.

The municipal level plays an important role in housing policies and labor markets

(Knoben, Ponds, and van Oort 2011) and represents the smallest spatial scale at

which national data are available. In addition, previous studies indicate that the

effects of spatial factors influencing the quality of the living environment are largest

close to these factors (distances smaller than a kilometer) but remain significant for

areas up to seven kilometers (Daams, Sijtsma, and van der Vlist 2016). This result

shows that a low level of spatial aggregation is necessary for capturing differences in

residential quality. Similarly, for the labor market, studies find that labor market

effects are largest in close proximity to the area where the change in the labor market

occurs, but the effects extend over a large geographical area (Hoogstra, van Dijk,

and Florax 2011). In this study, we use the municipal level of spatial aggregation

since it will allow us to accommodate small-scale differences in residential quality

and changes in the labor market without isolating these effects from their larger

spatial areas of influence.

Within the Netherlands, similar to many other developed countries, there are

within-country differences in terms of population growth (Delfmann et al. 2014;

Haartsen and Venhorst 2010), providing the necessary variance in the in-migration

variable. The main regions expecting population decline are found in peripheral

areas of the Netherlands, whereas the urban centers continue to grow. This is in

line with the differences in labor market growth between urban and rural regions

(Table 1). The relatively small difference of 2.35 percentage point can be explained

by the fact that as a proxy for functional labor markets, the number of residents

receiving an income per municipality was used. This means that labor market growth

in a city will also affect the labor market growth in the surrounding (rural) munici-

palities and, because it more accurately accounts for the functional area, average out

the urban–rural differences.

However, the proximity of perceptually rural areas in the Netherlands (Haartsen,

Groote, and Huigen 2003) combined with relatively large functional labor markets

and good transport networks (Hoogstra, van Dijk, and Florax 2011) should enable

counterurbanization. Rural residents are more satisfied with their living environment

(Table 1), which is in line with findings across the European Union (Sorensen 2013).

On the surface at least, relative numbers of in-migrants appear not to respond to this

discrepancy in amenities.
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Results

Data Exploration

Figure 2 and Table 2 show the correlations between the variables used in this article.

The correlation between residential satisfaction and the log of the density is nega-

tive, reflecting the urban–rural differences found by Sorensen (2013) and the need to

control for this effect (see Control variables subsection). The other notable correla-

tion from this initial analysis is the positive correlation between the log of the density

and the standardized in-migration, showing that even after standardization by inha-

bitants, in-migration is higher for more densely populated municipalities.

Other notable results from the correlation matrix are relatively weak correlations

between labor market growth and in-migration as well as a weak and negative

correlation between residential quality and in-migration. Both weak correlations are

in line with the expectation of spatial heterogeneity in the links between in-migration

and labor market on the one hand, and residential quality on the other hand, meaning

that differences in the size and possibly sign of the correlations average out across

the study region.

Model Estimation

As outlined in Model calibration and identification strategy subsection, we first run an

OLS and show the residuals (Figure 3a; model overview in Table 3). The Moran’s I

cluster analysis shows a significant positive spatial clustering of the residuals for the

OLS. The clustering of the residuals shows that in some regions, the model predomi-

nantly underestimates in-migration (such as in the northeast of the Netherlands), and

in others, the model predominantly overestimates in-migration. This violates the

requirement that the residuals of the OLS are independent and suggests that the model

is not accounting for a spatial process present in the data, which could be explained

through the spatial sorting process and resultant regional differences in the proportion

of migration that can be explained through residential quality or labor market growth.

As Fotheringham, Brunsdon, and Charlton (2002) state, the clustering of resi-

duals is a first indication that the OLS is not accounting for spatial heterogeneity in

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics.

Variable

Urban (n ¼ 76) Rural (n ¼ 338)

Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

Residential satisfaction 4.01 (0.14) 4.20 (0.17)
Labor market growth 9.04 (5.80) 6.69 (5.31)
In-migrants per 1,000 inhabitants 299.16 (82.10) 243.19 (63.18)

Source: BZK and CBS 2013; CBS 2014a, 2014b.
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the results. Following Fotheringham, Brunsdon, and Charlton, we then run a GWR

and perform the same analysis (Figure 3b). The change in the Moran’s I of the

residuals from a significantly positive clustering of the residuals to no significant

clustering of the residuals suggests that the GWR adequately solves the problem of

misspecification of the OLS, which is a second indication of spatial heterogeneity in

the relationships.

Comparing the AICc scores for the GWR and the OLS (Table 3), we see that the

GWR performs significantly better than the OLS. The improvement in the AICc

Figure 2. Pairwise correlations migration (standardized), residential satisfaction, labor
market growth, density (log).

Table 2. Correlation Matrix Main Variables.

Variable
Migration

(standardized)
Residential
satisfaction

Labor market
growth Density (log)

Migration (standardized) 1 �0.029 0.143 0.254
Residential satisfaction �0.029 1 �0.140 �0.416
Labor market growth 0.143 �0.140 1 0.144
Density (log) 0.254 �0.416 0.144 1

Note: N ¼ 414.
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shows that the complexity introduced in the model by allowing the coefficients to

vary spatially is offset by a more substantial improvement in the explanatory power

of the model. In addition, we find that the R2 increases from .13 in the OLS to .54 in

the GWR (median local value).

Looking more closely at the results from the OLS, we see that labor market

growth is not a significant predictor of in-migration, while residential quality has

a positive effect. The R2 of the OLS model is predictably low, consistent with the

low pairwise correlations, and in line with the theory suggesting that a spatial

heterogeneous estimation would provide a better fit.

In the test for spatial variability, we see that both the residential quality and the

labor market growth score negative results. This means that the AICc for the GWR

estimate of the explanatory variable is lower than the AICc for the alternative (fixed

slope) model. This shows that the correlations between in-migration and both labor

market growth and residential quality are spatially heterogeneous, and, therefore,

global models are unfit for analyzing both labor market growth and residential

quality and their link with in-migration. Relating back to the research question,

these results show that the links between residential quality, the labor market, and

in-migration are indeed spatially heterogeneous.

Figure 4a and b displays the spatial variability of the coefficients of labor market

growth and residential quality. Since the GWR estimates regional variations in

coefficient, the results shown in these maps are the local values of these coefficients,

Table 3. OLS and GWR Results.

Variable

OLS GWR
Test for spatial

variability

B (SE) T (Est/SE) Low Median High AICc difference

Residential
quality

410.9 (139.4) 2.95 �18.0 321.0 723.5 �2.38

Labor market
growth

7.9 (4.2) 1.86 �1,284.1 371.3 2,275.9 �14.17

Urbanization
(dummy)

291.5 (84.6) 3.45 314.1 (75.5)

University
(dummy)

352.7 (147.1) 2.40 302.8 (124.9)

Log density 52.5 (31.4) 1.67 33.9 (36.8)
Intercept �107.5 �0.18 �1,285.4 385.4 1,737.0

OLS GWR

R2 .13 53.8
AICc 6,258.6 6,129.8

Note: N ¼ 414. The optimal kernel size for the GWR was fifty-three nearest neighbors. AICc ¼ Akaike’s
information criterion; OLS ¼ ordinary least squares; GWR ¼ geographically weighted regression.
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coefficient surfaces. The darker areas show a negative correlation between

the LHS variable, in-migration, and the RHS variable, labor market growth

(Figure 4a), or residential quality (Figure 4b), whereas the lighter areas suggest

a positive correlation.

Due to the construction of the GWR (estimating local regressions at each data

point in the sample), the results represent a series of tests of the same hypothesis (see

Byrne, Charlton, and Fotheringham 2009). This means that the locally estimated t-

statistic for the coefficients shown in Figure 4a and b needs to be adjusted accord-

ingly. We employ the Benjamini and Yekutieli procedure (2001) controlling for

false discovery rates, since this also accounts for the expected local dependence

of the estimates of the GWR (Tobler 1970). The false discovery rates are obtained

through the fdrtool package version 1.2.15 (Klaus and Strimmer 2015).

The results are presented in Figure 5a and b for the main variables under con-

sideration. In this figure, the dark gray areas correspond with areas with a significant

and negative coefficient and the light gray areas correspond with significant and

positive coefficients. In-migration in the Western part of the Netherlands correlates

positively with labor market growth mainly in the southern part of the metropolitan

area. This is in line with the specification and analysis of the disequilibrium model

and findings listed in Storper and Scott (2009), where the population in metropolitan

regions grows in response to labor market growth. However, it does not negate the

hypothesis of the equilibrium model of migration, since the utility function specified

by Partridge (2010) allows for labor market migration in addition to amenity-driven

migration. Indeed, throughout the metropolitan Randstad, in-migration correlates

positively with residential quality. The coefficient for residential quality is posi-

tively correlated with in-migration around the national park of the Veluwe (in the

center of the Netherlands) and negatively correlated around the area of Zwolle. The

coefficients for labor market growth are significantly negative in rural areas in

the south of the provinces of Drenthe and Fryslân and on three of the Dutch

Wadden islands (Figure 4a and b).

Local regressions are known to be sensitive to local collinearity (Wheeler and

Tiefelsdorf 2005) even if the variables do not display such issues globally. To check

for these, the local condition numbers of the cross-product matrices can be exam-

ined. Although the adaptive bandwidth measure is applied in this study (Brunsdon,

Charlton, and Harris 2012), we check the local condition numbers for any proble-

matic values. Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch (2005) establish that any values over thirty

are problematic, while Brunsdon, Charlton, and Harris (2012) maintain a stricter

number of twenty. Figure 6 shows the local condition numbers for our model, with

darker areas corresponding with low condition numbers and lighter areas with higher

condition numbers. The map shows that local condition numbers do vary across the

Netherlands, with the eastern areas of the Netherlands showing up particularly high.

However, the local condition numbers mostly stay below 10 (and do not exceed

10.3), showing that local collinearity should not be a problem. Figure 7a and b shows

the local VIF scores with dark blue corresponding with low VIF scores and light
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areas with higher VIF scores, and although the spatial pattern is slightly different

(regions in the north and south score higher), the local VIF scores are all in the

acceptable range (lower than three). The only notable exceptions are the VIF scores

for the log of the density control variable in the metropolitan west of the Netherlands

which are very slightly above 3.

Endogeneity

In our article, we operationalize amenities through residential satisfaction in order to

prevent subjecting our results to a predefined set of characteristics associated with

the quality of the living environment (see RHS variables: amenities subsection).

This does, however, invoke the possibility that the residential satisfaction is influ-

enced by in-migration. One example could be that the residential satisfaction is

negatively influenced by the advent of newcomers or conversely positively influ-

enced by a perceived revival of an area. We test for this process by adding the

difference in residential satisfaction between 2006 and 2012 to the model. If certain

areas were more welcoming to newcomers, and others more hostile, we would

expect to see a significant improvement in the AICc in the test for spatial variability.

In our test, the score for spatial variability shows a positive outcome (difference in

AICc ¼ 22.8), meaning the correlation is not spatially heterogeneous, and we can

reject the idea of more welcoming or more hostile regions. In addition, we tested

Figure 6. Local condition numbers.
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whether in-migration correlated with residential satisfaction in a mixed GWR.

Estimated globally, the difference in residential satisfaction is insignificant (t ¼ .89).

Both globally and locally estimated, the difference in residential satisfaction is not

correlated with the simultaneous in-migration, meaning that the original model

specification is not influenced by either a negative or a positive effect of

newcomers in the area.

Metropolitan Effect on In-migration

The presence of the four major urban centers in this region combining to a metro-

politan region could mean that the processes of in-migration are inherently different

for this region. This could mean that in the mGWR test for spatial heterogeneity, the

spatial differences are merely a reflection of a metropolitan versus nonmetropolitan

dichotomy. To test for this unobservable metropolitan characteristic, three additional

GWR models were run with a metropolitan dummy (one with just the two western

provinces of Noord-Holland and Zuid-Holland; one with three provinces, the orig-

inal two and Utrecht; and one with three provinces, the original two and Zeeland).

For all three models, the metropolitan dummy is insignificant. The models were

rerun without the urban dummy in the original model, given the similarity of the

urban and metropolitan dummy. This did not change the results. We can therefore

reject the hypothesis that there is an unobservable metropolitan effect in the Western

Netherlands influencing the results in the original model.

Conclusion

In this article, we investigate the spatial heterogeneity in factors influencing in-

migration. The disequilibrium model of migration predicts that, since migration

is the spatial restoration of a labor market disequilibrium, labor market growth

correlates positively with migration. However, the competing equilibrium model

of migration argues that choosing a close proximity to amenities represents a

trade-off between amenities and returns to labor (Partridge 2010). This means

that returns to labor is one of a number of factors influencing migration, with

the other factors grouped under amenities. Furthermore, on smaller spatial

scales, empirical evidence shows that the importance of amenities and labor

market considerations is not homogenous between people (Bijker and Haartsen

2012). From this, it follows that people driven by different migration motives

select different regions, which in turn implies that the importance of labor

market characteristics as well as of residential quality (or amenities) in migra-

tion destination selection varies across regions (cf. Niedomsyl 2011; Storper and

Scott 2009). However, most empirical work consists of smaller qualitative stud-

ies exploring in depth the place-based differences (see, e.g., Bijker and Haartsen

2012) or large-scale quantitative work focusing on macro processes but sacrifi-

cing within-region variation (c.f. Crozet 2004).
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In this study, we synthesize these two approaches by accounting for both the

regional variations in the importance of each factor in migration destination selec-

tion, while running a nationwide analysis in a nationwide study. We estimate the

correlation of labor market growth and amenities with in-migration through a GWR.

This method allows us to estimate local variations in the importance of the influence

of labor market characteristics as well as the influence of residential quality on

regional in-migration. A particular focus of this study is to examine whether there

is spatial heterogeneity in the influence of labor market characteristics and residen-

tial quality as a proxy for amenities.

The results in this article underline the theoretical assumptions and small-scale

qualitative work in that it shows that allowing for spatial variability in the explana-

tory variables significantly improves the estimated model. These findings suggest

that there is significant spatial heterogeneity in the importance of residential quality

as well as of labor market growth in explaining regional in-migration, even within a

small country such as the Netherlands. Especially in the northern, eastern, and south

eastern part of the Netherlands, the results of this study show that there are variations

in how the explanatory variables affect regional in-migration.

The results from our article show that in analyzing the spatial patterns of migra-

tion across the Netherlands, the processes attracting migrants are not constant across

regions. The study does not address the question of what determines the variations in

sign and size of the coefficients, this is left for further research.

This study expands on research into attracting in-migrants in three ways. First,

contrary to traditional regional studies of in-migration, in our study, we allow for

spatial heterogeneity in the importance of factors influencing migration. Second,

while allowing for this variation, we maintain a nationwide study area. By not

limiting our study to, for instance, interurban or rural–urban migration, we can test

for variations across as well as within different types of regions providing a more

complete picture of within-country migration. Third, in this study, we use a self-

reported measure of amenities, rather than predefined spatial elements. In doing so,

we improve the estimation of regional amenities allowing for a more accurate

analysis of the spatial variations in the importance of (experienced) amenities.

From a policy perspective, the heterogeneity in the correlation between labor

market growth, residential quality, and in-migration (including negative correlation

coefficients) identified in our study shows that debates on regional population

growth and population decline require allowing for the region’s specific context.

This could suggest that a place-based approach toward regional growth policy in

general, and population change more specifically, may be appropriate in many cases.

The spatial heterogeneity demonstrated in this article opens up several avenues of

research. As mentioned before, this article does not address the underlying causes of

the heterogeneity in determinants of in-migration. Answering the question why

residential quality in certain regions is positively related to in migration and nega-

tively in other regions is a logical next step in research that would also help informal

local policy makers understand which regional factors contribute to in-migration.
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Furthermore, the current study deals with residential quality and the labor market

at an aggregate level (the municipality). As stated in Personal Preferences and

Migration subsection, differences in individual (or household) socioeconomic status

and position in the life course are known to affect the valuation of environmental

characteristics and the utility derived from them. Extending the current model to

include individual factors such as household composition, level of education

(changes in), employment status (Venhorst, van Dijk, and van Wissen 2010), life

course events (Boyle, Halfacree, and Robinson 1998), and levels of aspiration

(Stutzer 2004) could foster a better understanding of interpersonal heterogeneity

of factors determining migration destination selection.

Finally, this article deals with the migration destination selection with a focus on

the destination region. A further extension of the current model could be the estima-

tion of a spatially heterogeneous Poisson model including both origin and destina-

tion data, allowing for the control of spatial interaction effects (see Dennett and

Wilson 2013). Controlling for spatial interaction effects would provide further

insights into the determinants of migration-related population growth in study areas

containing large differences in population sizes.
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Notes

1. As persons receiving benefits and pensions do affect local market potential positively,

which could be interpreted as an increase in local labor demand, the model was rerun with

all incomes included. Although this model varied slightly from the model presented in this

article (i.e., optimal bandwidth decreased to fifty-two nearest neighbors), it did not affect

the sign or significance of the results presented in this article.

2. To test for robustness of the model, other specifications were also run. For both the

Gaussian and the bisquare kernels, fixed (weighted by distance) and adaptive (weighted

by nearest neighbor) specifications were checked. The model proved to be robust in terms

of significance of the coefficients and spatial variation. The adaptive bisquare model

specification had the lowest Akaike’s information criterion score and was thus preferred.
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